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About This Content

The re-engineered, multi-purpose Class 57 locomotive in special Rail Tours livery, with scenarios created for the Settle-Carlisle
route, is now available for Train Simulator.

Rebuilt from the Class 47, the Class 57s entered service in 1997 and are affectionately known as ‘Bodysnatchers’ or ‘Zombies’,
by virtue of their modification from the Class 47 body shell. There were 33 Class 57s produced between 1998 and 2004 by

Brush Traction at their Loughborough factory, and can still be seen on a number of mixed-traffic duties that include passenger
and charter services, snow trains and rescue duties for the likes of Direct Rail Services, First Great Western, Virgin Trains and

Network Rail.

The Class 57 for Train Simulator is available in Rail Tours Company maroon livery and features a number of exciting scenarios,
including rail tours along the famous and spectacular Settle to Carlisle line.

The Settle-Carlisle Add-On (available separately) is required to play the scenarios included with this add-on.

Scenarios

Six scenarios for the Settle-Carlisle Line (also available on Steam).
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Southern Bell

Special Request

The Statesman Duplicate

Stuck in the Middle

The Scottish Original

Key Features

Class 57 diesel locomotive in Rail Tours Company maroon livery

Rail Tours Company Mk1 coaches

Realistic cab interior and sounds

Quick Drive compatible
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 57 Rail Tour Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Oovee® Game Studios
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 8 Nov, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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This games is a classic RTS + RPG fusion.
I will keep my review short with just pros and cons.

Pros
-Smooth going plot
-It will give you enough time to play
-Many missions
-Nice music
-Just 1 bug found so far in 2 playruns

Cons
-Only 1 playable faction in campain
-Most of the times AI is overwelming unit spammer and hard to overcome.
-Repatativity of killing thousands of enemies in every mission with just your hero.
-Most missions are RPG and not RTS.
-Few units to create, small tech tree
-In windows 10 cutscenes wont work.

Although i would rate it a solid 7\/10 beacause it remides me pretty much the era 2000-2010 of great RTS games also i would
suggest you to buy it in discounts (around 7-10 euros will be fair price)

I hope my review will help you \u263a cheers \u263a
. Okayish rogue-like space exploration game.

4 \/ 10.. Yes! Yes! This is what I was looking for. A beautifully crafted mountain route. I am especially impressed with the
sounds of the rolling stock and the environment. I applaud you, this is amazing!
Mind I am cranking the detail up to highest and putting some pressure on the GPU. I am running at around 40-50 FPS with
regular drops, but I really can put up with that in exchange for this fascinating route.. Very addictive game, and a very hard one
to beat in high levels.
PopCap best game of all times!

. Buy it if you're into unique platform games, because this is one of them that truly stands out. Challenging, but also relaxing.. I
really enjoy the start up procedure, decent challenge, especially when starting cold. :)
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Really enjoying game so far! No pushy advetisments to buy anything, and gameplay is fun. Match 3 or more of the same symbol
to build mana for each of your 5 chosen monsters and them blast the enemy with skills. Really nice casual 'I have 30 mins to kill'
kinda game :) :). You have to apprecite this game for what it is. It is not a game for realism it is a shooter and a stealth game. I
gets exspecialy good when you first get into the desert. It is an old game that has aged well. Yes it is fun to critisive it for its one
lines. cooper=" Their is a peice of a suit here, the blood is still damp" or "what are two heavily armed white guys doing in the
jungle?". DLC broken I got nothing after purchasing this.. I am enjoying this just as much as I have every game by this
developer so far.
The level of detail is always amazing.. Not worth it. An RPG that demands that you think before acting and adapt to the
situation, rather than spamming the same strategy over and over.. Besides the DLC literally sucking your wallet dry, pretty good.
Simulation on models from developers (Specifically Smokebox, Digital Traction and Just Trains, with the odd Steams Sounds
Supreme) is excellent. It's aight, just don't buy if you're not gonna be a little committed.. Devilish, Pinball Quest, Breakout,
RPG elements.... Well not really RPG but the story line... It's well written and gives you a giggle! The developer has a good
sense of humor in the story while delivering a quality game where you guide the ball and hit certain items to progress in the
game. It's such a good game that I think they should pursue a license to operate this game as a stand alone machine, possibly Bar
Arcades? It would earn lots of quarters,

You can see the quality and love they put in here and you would appreciate its simplicity yet deep arcade like gameplay.. This is
not a good game.
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